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Designed for intermediate and advanced high school- and college-level non-native speakers of

English who need to improve their ESL (English as a Second Language) grammar skills. ESL

Intermediate/Advanced Grammar provides students with simple explanations of grammar,

skill-building exercises, detailed answer keys, and test-taking techniques. It's the perfect companion

for classroom use or self-guided studies in ESL.DETAILS- Grammar-oriented exercises with simple

explanations that allow students to master concepts through extensive practice- Test-taking

techniques featuring strategies for success on ESL tests- Comprehensive Glossary- Superb

preparation for students taking the TOEFL (Test of English as Foreign Language)
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My wife is using this book to help her get ready for college. She is a native Spanish-speaker and

can talk just fine in English. This book answers many of the English grammar questions that we

native speakers just can't seem to answer. She has tried several books and this is by far the one

she enjoys using. A great resource, highly recommended!

As a private English tutor, I feel this book provides a concise and detailed format for practice

exercises, homework assignments, and tests!



I picked this one because it seemed to offer what other ESL books I have used in teaching did. It is

adequate, but not really as good. It's progression is awkward to me. There are a lot of good things

about it, the lessons are adequate for their purpose, but the way it advances leaves me wishing it

was building more on the past lesson rather than feeling we were starting out on a completely new

tack.

I teach students advanced English. They can speak OK but need to get extra precision in grammar

and to use tenses like "has been", etc. The students use these exercises as homework and ask

questions in the lessons, so good value for both. I ask all my students to buy this book.I think this

book - as stated in the title - is too densely packed for beginning studentsDavid Talbot, Phoenix,

Arizona

Straight to the point, practical, and plenty of exercises. However, some concepts havent explored in

great details (for eg. the (subtle) difference between "think of" and "think about" aren't mentioned).

But overall a pretty good solid book!

I purchased this text for exercises and ideas to use in my college-level ESL/grammar course. While

there is a large number of exercises and explanations, I found the variety of exercises to be a bit

lacking. This would likely be a good companion workbook for a student learning English if you're a

student who would prefer a hard-copy workbook. However, if you're just looking for supplemental

exercises, I think you can find a ton of exercises that are just as good online for free.

A great exercise book to improve your grammar skills, specially if Spanish is your native language.

This is a great source of materials for intermediate and advanced adult ESL students. It is a joy to

share good learning and resource materials with students so eager to learn.
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